
Capabilities Statement

Key Information

Office location:

Fully distributed, with 
team members 
throughout the United 
States

Contact:

Christy Johnson, 
Founder & CEO

christy@

artemisconnection.com

360-739-3465

artemisconnection.com

Focus Areas:

 infrastructur
 educatio
 healthcar
 workforce and 

economic 
development

UEI:

M2K5NBC2AWQ3

CAGE Number:

7CU56

NAICS Codes:

 541611: 
Administrative 
Management and 
General 
Management 
Consulting Service

 541618: Other 
Management 
Consulting Services

 541612: Human 
Resources 
Consulting Service

 541613: Marketing 
Consulting Service

 611430: Professional 
and Management 
Development 
Training

Overview

Artemis Connection is a people innovation lab focused on bringing a data-driven, 
human-centered work culture to your organization’s practices, and programs. We use hard 
data, academic research, and our own experiences with past clients to understand all aspects 
of your organization's people, culture, and leadership – from the strengths of your culture, to 
what makes a good leader at your organization, to how your managers lead their teams. Our 
Founder & CEO is a McKinsey alumnus, and we have a team of former strategists and 
operators from top-tier firms, plus a diverse board of advisers, including HR officers, executive 
coaches, academics, entrepreneurs, and former government employees.  

Offerings

Intrapreneurship and innovation: We set up metrics so that your organization can know it is 
improving over time, as well as to ensure your organization has the space to focus on 
creativity, innovation, and human sustainability. Technology supports you in reaching these 
goals, but technology isn’t enough. We build capabilities behind the scenes so leaders at all 
levels of your organization can continue the momentum of our engagement and feel confident 
in reaching your goals.

Goal-setting and measurement: We measure, analyze, and run “learning labs” to understand 
your employees’ experiences so that your teams can make smart, data-driven investments in 
their people, ultimately unleashing their teams’ productivity and innovation.

Professional development: We run immersive professional development for your employees, 
including boot camps for new managers or employees new to the workforce. We believe that 
Millennial employees are key to your workforce, and that your managers are key to recruiting, 
developing, and retaining them. We also help your teams focus on true outcomes, not just 
outputs, of this professional development.

Resourcing: We make strategic connections and find top talent so you can focus on your real 
work. Sometimes you just need a strategic thinker on the ground, owning your problem and 
getting the work down. We can place a “job share” team in your organization to cover extended 
leaves, supplement the team while you wait for the right hire, etc. Because of our flexible 
model, we also can supplement an experienced consultant with someone with deep 
operational experience to give you a powerhouse team. We focus on Director, Senior Director, 
and VP roles.

Who we serve We make strategic connections and find top talent so you can focus on your 
real work. Sometimes you just need a strategic thinker on the ground, owning your problem 
and getting the work down. We can place a “job share” team in your organization to cover 
extended leaves, supplement the team while you wait for the right hire, etc. Because of our 
flexible model, we also can supplement an experienced consultant with someone with deep 
operational experience to give you a powerhouse team. We focus on Director, Senior Director, 
and VP roles.

Who we serve

Talent is a strategic asset and also can be a competitive advantage. We have worked across 
many sectors (e.g., healthcare, entertainment, venture capital, and more) and across all 
organization sizes (from start-up to Fortune 100). However, we keep our client names and their 
unique situations confidential.

You may be a good fit if you are a
 Progressive leader who believes talent is a strategic asse
 Rapidly growing company wanting to establish and set up best practice
 Investor, including venture capitalist, desiring to support portfolio companies with the 

right systems and habits
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